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I. INTRODUCTION 

Metal films perform vital roles in the operation of integrated circuits. 

For metal/oxide/semiconductor (MOS) transistors, metals are used in gate 

electrodes, contacts, diffusion barriers and interconnect metallization. 

The present trend of device miniaturization toward submicron device sizes 

stems from the demand for integrated circuit (IC) chips with higher switching 

speed, higher reliability and lower cost per function [1]. A significant 

limitation to the switching speed results from the response time associated 

with interconnect paths. The resistance and capacitance (RC) time constant 

of an interconnect line is given by the following relationship [2,3] 

(1.1) 

where Rs and L are the sheet resistance and the length of the connection, 

respectively; t and f are the thickness and the dielectric constant of the 

insulating film, respectively. Since the length, L, appears as a squared term 

in Equation 1, a small RC constant implies the need for multilevel 

metallization which will allow the length of interconnects to be shortened, 

rather than zigzag over the chip to connect other regions. Moreover, the sheet 

resistance of the interconnect line should be reduced. 

Heavily-doped polycrystalline silicon (poly-8i), aluminum (AI), and Al 

alloys have been widely used in very large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits. 

However, the high electrical resistivity value (p ~ 500 J.tOhm-cm) of poly-Si 

results in considerable signal propagation delay and Joule heating. This limits 

its suitability for metallization of (sub )micron size devices. As a substitute for 

poly-Si, aluminum offers a low electrical resistivity (p - 2.7 J.tOhm-cm). 

Furthermore, it can be easily deposited by the well-established physical 

deposition processes, namely, sputtering or thermal evaporation, and is readily 
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etched in chlorine plasmas [4]. Yet, two major drawbacks call into question 

the applicability of pure aluminum in a circuit. First, at high current 

densities, electromigration destroys the physical integrity of Al interconnect 

lines (although this can be partially alleviated by the use of aluminum~opper 

alloys) .. 

Second, the AI-Si interface can be unstable. In order to ensure good 

contact formation, Al is normally annealed in an inert atmosphere at a 

temperature of 400-500oC following deposition and patterning. Although this 

temperature is well below the eutectic temperature (577oC), Si still has 

sufficient mobility to diffuse into AI. Between 4000C and the eutectic 

temperature, the solubility of Si in Al ranges from 0.25 to 1.5% by weight. 

In addition, Si atoms diffuse quickly along aluminum grain boundaries. Thus, 

a significant quantity of Si can move from th~ region below the 

metal-substrate interface and into the AI film. However, the Si is not 

absorbed uniformly; it tends to be supplied from a few points. As the silicon 

is dissolved, aluminum will diffuse to fill the voids created by the departing 

Si. This localized dissolution process forms spikes of Al which penetrate into 

the underlying Si contact region, causing leakage and possible shorting of the 

junctions. Junction spiking is minimized by depositing Al saturated with 

silicon, which greatly reduces the AI demand for silicon from the substrate 

[4,5]. 

In the (sub )micron range, the use of AI becomes difficult for several 

reasons. The very shallow junctions (.2 JJm or less) used in these advanced 

circuits are very prone to spiking even with aluminum-silicon alloys. Use of a 

diffusion barrier layer between the silicon surface and the Al interconnect 

system is required to avoid the interdiffusion. Another severe limitation 

concerns step coverage. Thermal evaporation and sputter deposition are 
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generally line-of-sight processes, producing non-conformal coverage of the 

deposited materials over demanding topography, such as vias. Although this 

problem is partly resolved by heating the substrate during deposition together 

with optimizing the orientation of the substrate relative to the source or 

sloping the contacts' sidewalls, these solutions are not sufficient to produce 

adequate step coverage for circuits with contacts below 1 J1ID. in size. Because 

of the inherent conformal coverage of CVD, tungsten deposited by chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) is a candidate process in this size range. Table 1.1 

highlights the comparison between CVD and physical vapor deposition 

processes [6,7]. 

1.1 Properties of Tungsten 

The physical properties of tungsten, and those of poly-Si, AI, and 

selected refractory metals are listed in Table 1.2 [8,9]. The advantages of 

CVD W are listed in Table 1.3 [10]. Several attractive features are 

noteworthy. Tungsten's high activation energy for self-diffusion translates into 

excellent electromigration resistance, at least 10 times higher than that of 

Al-Cu alloys [4]. Second, the lowest melting point in the W-Si binary system 

is 1410oC. This allows W on Si to withstand higher processing temperatures 

after deposition. Thirdly, and most importantly, CVD W can be deposited 

selectively, i.e. W can be deposited onto only certain materials on the 

substrate while the surrounding regions remain essentially free of any deposits . 

This is attractive because fewer processing steps (for example, photolithography 

and etching) are required, which reduces the amount of handling, potential 

defects and overall process complexity. Since it uses less of the extremely 

expensive ($1-2fg) tungsten hexafluoride source gas [11], it is less expensive 
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Table 1.l. 
Comparison Between Chemical Vapor Deposition and Physical 

Vapor Deposition (Sputtering and Evaporation) 

Step Coverage 

Low Temperature 
Deposition 

Radiation Damage 

Selectivity 

Film Purity 

Wafer Throughput 

Relative Processing 
Cosl/Wafer 

" 

em 
Confonnal 

Yes 

No 

Possible 

Good-Excellent 
(Process Dependent) 

-100lhr 

Low 

Sgutterjol Eyaporation 

Non-confonnal Non-confonnal 
(line of sight) (line of sighl) 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes (Electron-beam 
EvaporAtion) 

No No 

Good-Excellenl Excellenl 
(Gas Incorporation) 

~ -3Mu' 

Medium High 

XBl 914-892 

." 



Table 1.2. 

Properties of Refractory Metals 

Molecular Weight Melting Point Electrical Resistivity Thennal Expansion 
os;: (unhm-cm) Coem,ient (nDfIIIOS;:}· 

Metals: 
Ti 48 1690 43-47 8.S 

Mo 96 2620 S S.O 
Ta 181 2996 13-16 6.S 
W 184 3382 S.3 4.S 
AI. Z7 660 2.7 23 

Silicon: 
Si 28 1420 ~. 3.0 

• at 25 °C 
•• Heavily doped poly Si 

XBL 914-893 

,,,. 
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Table 1.3. 

Advantages of CVD W Technology 
(based on WF6 as a source) 

• Deposition can be selective or nonselective 

• No patterning necessary for selective depositions 

• Nonselective films are easily pattemable by wet or dry etching techniques 

• Nonselective (blanket) depositions exhibit excellent confonnal coverage 

• Films can be deposited in hot wall or cold wall CVD reactors, over a wide 
range of temperatures 

• Electromigration resistance of W fIlms is excellent, far superior to Al 

• Resistivity of W fllms is very good, although not as good as AI 

• CVD W fIlms (t> 750 A), are good barriers to AI-Si interaction, up to 
temperatures of about 450 °C for 30 minutes 

• CVD W films exhibit low stress on Si and other substrates 

• CVD W films have low contact resistance to N+, P+ Si, especially if 
silicide layers are deposited between W and Si 

• CVD W films do not induce excessively high leakage currents in Si 
junctions, provided that junction depths are greather than about 2500 A 

XBL 914-894· 
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than the blanket deposition process followed by an etchback which could cost 

as much as $40-$50/Iayer. 

CVD W however does have some limitations. Some of the disadvantages 

of W include: poor adhesion of W films to oxides and nitrides; oxide~ form 

on W at temperatures >400oC; and silicides form at temperatures >600oC. 

1.2 Thermochemistry of Si-Hz-WF6 System 

Tungsten hexafluoride (WF 6) is a suitable source . gas for tungsten 

deposition on integrated-circuit substrates because it can _be reduced by 

interactions with either hydrogen or directly with silicon. Chemical vapor 

deposition of tungsten can proceed by the silicon reduction of WF 6 or by'· the 

hydrogen reduction of WF6 according to the reactions [10]: 

2 WF 6 (g) + 3 Si (s) -> 2 W (s) + ~ SiF 4 (g) 

WF6 (g) + 3 H2 (g) -> W (s) + 6 HF (g) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

The free energy data in Table 1.4 shows that the Si reduction of WF6 is 

thermodynamically favored over the HrWF6 reaction. Therefore, the silicon 

reduction of WF6 takes place even in the presence of a reducing hydrogen 

atmosphere. In short, it is the Si reduction reaction that determines the 

nature of the W lSi interface, and, in turn, the electrical properties of the 

tungsten layer. This reaction, however, usually stops after a film of about 

100-200 angstroms has formed [12], although thicknesses of up to 1 J.illl have 

been reported [13]. The reaction (1.2) is not well understood. Attempts to 

understand the mechanism have included examination of Si native oxide 

thickness [14], damage and dopant effects due to wafer implantation, damage 

due to dry etching of wafers, and deposition temperature [15]. Thicker W 

films can then be grown on the Si-reduced W film by the hydrogen reduction 

reaction (1.3). It is believed that the rate limiting step in this reaction is the 
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Table 1.4. 

Si-H,-WF6 Thermochemistry 

(1) 2WF6(g) + 3Si(g) 

(2) WF6(g) + 3H2(g) 

(3) 4HF(g) + Si(s) 

---I"~ 2W(s) + 3SiF4(g) 

---t ... ~ W(s) + 6HF(g) 

Reactions (1). (2) = kcaJ/mole of W 

Reaction (3) = kcaJ/mole of Si 

8 

T= 600K <327 Or) I=8OOK (527 °c) 

-147 -153 

-15 -33 

-88 -80 

XBl 914-895 
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dissociation of H2 into atomic hydrogen [16], a reaction with an activation 

energy of 16.37 kcal/rilole (or 0.71 eV) [17]. There is no inherent limit on the 

thickness of W films which can be deposited by the hydrogen reduction 

reaction. 

1.3 Objective of this Research 

Since WF6 reacts very aggressively with Si, growth of CVD W entails 

some consumption of the substrate. In the silicon reduction of WF 6, 

approximately two angstroms of Si are consumed for every angstrom of W 

produced [18]. Thus, the interfacial features at the Si/W interface play a very 

important role in determining many of the junction properties. Two such 

morphological features at the interface are the formation of "wormholes" 

(filamental tunnels in the silicon substrate) and tungsten-flilicon interfacial 

roughness. Table 1.5 [19] summarizes the salient characteristics of the 

wormholes. These features can adversely affect device reliability, device 

performance and the reproducibility of fabricating ohmic contacts. For these 

reasons, an understanding of the mechanisms involved in the formation of these 

interfacial features is needed. 

The purpose of this work is to study the chemical vapor deposition of 

tungsten on silicon in a cold-wall reactor. This study is divided into two 

areas: First, calculating the gas phase composition of species present in 

chemical equilibrium in the reactor; second, addressing the effect of dopant 

concentration in the wafer on the formation of the filamental tunnels. The 

morphology and microstructure of the deposited film are characterized by 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

9 



Table 1.5. Characteristics of Wormholes 

Empty tunnels in silicon of length up to 1 JClD., and 

of width 20-40 nm. 

W-rich particle is always found at the end of the tunnel. 

Tunnel path appears to be random. 

Particle is neither consumed nor enlarged during the tunneling. 

10 



and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM),respectively. 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is used for quantitative analyses 

of in-depth and surface concentrations of the deposited film. 

104 Previous Studies 

Stacy et aL [19] used transmission electron microscopy to characterize the 

interfacial structure of selectively deposited LPCVD tungsten films. The 

deposition of W films was carried out in a hot-wall, horizontal flow reactor, 

using subs~rates of p-type (111) patterned Si wafers. The patterns were 

formed from thermally grown Si02, poly-Si, and polycrystalline aluminum. 

The main conclusion of this study was that the W lSi interface is strongly 

affected by the surface preparation. Nonuniform surface oxide films led to 

highly irregular interfaces, with the extreme case including tunnels extending 1 

J.LID. or more into the silicon substrate. It was suggested that these tunnels 

were formed by the etching action of trapped fluorine adsorbed onto tungsten 

particles. 

Levy et al. [20] assessed the use of selective LPCVD W for contact 

barriers. Sporadic leakage across shallow junctions had been found to be 

associated with defects, including tunnels. Levy observed that wormholes form 

only during the H2 reduction reaction. He suggested that HF formed by the 

reaction reacts with Si according to reaction (3) of Table 104. Tungsten 

particles may act as catalysts in this reaction, where HF adsorbed on W 

particles causes the particle to be drilled into the Si while the Si is being 

consumed by the HF. 

Paine et al. [21] used cross-section TEM to study the morphological 

features which exist at the W lSi interface. These included the formation of 

11 



wormholes in the silicon substrate and W lSi interfacial roughness. The 

tungsten was deposited in a hot-wall LPCVD reactor. Paine's experimental 

observations of wormholes agreed with Stacy et al. High resolution TEM 

showed that the path of the particle through the silicon followed no specific 

crystallographic direction. Microdiffraction and Moire analyses suggested that 

the particle at the tunnel end is tungsten silicide rather than elemental 

tungsten. 

The presence of silicide at the W lSi interface leads to a proposed 

mechanism for tunnel formation [21]. Since elemental tungsten is a diffusion 

barrier to Si even at 300oC, the presence of a silicide accounts for the rapid 

diffusion of silicon through the particle. Either molecular fluorine, or HF 

created by the reduction of WF 6, can react with silicon in the particle at its 

trailing edge. This creates a concentration gradient between the Si-depleted 

trailing edge and Si-rich Si/silicide interface. Gas transport of SiF4 gas back 

out of the tunnel completes the removal of silicon. The mechanism is 

schematically shown in Figure 1.1. 

In a later work, Paine et al. [22] again used hot-wall reactors-a 

commercial, vertical flow barrel reactor, and an experimental horizontal flow 

tube reactor-to explore those deposition conditions which favor the fJ- over 

the a--phase of tungsten. fJ-tungsten is the thermodynamically metastable 

allotropic phase of elemental tungsten, which has the A15 structure and is 

believed to be stabilized by impurities such as oxygen. It was first observed 

in H2 reduced tungsten oxides [23] and subsequently observed in W films 

deposited by sputtering [24] and plasma enhanced [25] deposition. Recently, 

fJ-W was observed in LPCVD films [14]. This phase is of interest because it 

is associated with tunnel formation. In this work, microdiffraction studies of 

12 
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Fig. 1.1. A schematic sketch of Paine's proposed mechanism for 
tunnel formation. 
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W particles observed at the end of tunnels unambiguously identified them as 

~W, a revision from the earlier identification of the particle as tungsten 

silicide. 

Blewer. et aL [26] surveyed the effect of dopant type and concentration, 

dopant infusion method, patterning treatment, wafer precleaning, deposition 

time and temperature on the occurrence of filamental tunnels in W films 

deposited at 3000C in a CVD hot-wall reactor. It was found' that ~W was 

not necessary for tunnel formation; in fact, tunnels occurred under a as well 

as under mixed phase also. The study concluded that tunnel formation 

occurred under conditions where excess fluorine (Le. HF) could be expected at 

the W lSi interface during deposition. Therefore, Blewer recommended that 

tunnels be aVOided/minimized by (1) lowering the concentration of fluorine, 

and (2) using the Si reduction reaction alone, or a "two-step" deposition 

sequence (Si reduction reaction followed by hydrogen reduction of WF 6) to 

shield the silicon surface from HF. For technique (1), use of cold-wall reactor 

was suggested to minimize the reflux of byproducts. It is because of this 

finding-in addition to other advantages which will be discussed in Section 

2.2-that a cold-wall reactor was chosen for this study. 

Broadbent et al [27] in another work subjected a CVD W film, initially 

containing no tunnels at the interface, to high temperature anneal (> 7000C). 

The overpressure used during the annealing contained no fluorine, silicon or 

tungsten. The W lSi interface was found to roughen, with some WSi 2 formed. 

More importantly, tunnels of great lengths formed during this post-<ieposition 

anneal. This discovery was significant because it proved that tunnels can form 

during anneals as well as during deposition itself. Also, a strong dependence 

of tunnel lengths on substrate temperature was observed. This suggests that a 
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specific activation energy is associated with the tunnel formation (Si etching) 

mechanism. 

Most recently, Shenai et al [28] studied the thermal stability of tungsten 

contacts at temperatures over 600oC. Tungsten's thermal stability at elevated 

temperatures is important because the interlevel dielectric deposited on it needs 

to be densified in order for it to reliably function under large current and 

voltage surge conditions. Therefore, the tungsten was exposed to temperatures 

in excess of 900oC. It was found that wormholes formed at the W lSi 

interface, with a tungsten silicide WSia particle at the end of tunnels. 

These previous investigations all indicate the need to better understand 

the conditions which may induce tunnel formation:. The implication that 

wormholes can form under annealing conditions is troubling, since the first 

level metal interconnect is subjected to cyclic heating during subsequent 

proceSSing. The tunnels have been proven to cause increased leakage currents 

and contact resistance degradation. 
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ll. THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF CVD W FROM Si-WFs-H2 SYSTEM 

Thermodynamic calculations are extremely valuable in analyzing the 

equilibrium compositions in systems containing one gaseous phase, condensed 

mixtures, and condensed phases of invariant or variable stoichiometry. Its 

application to complex systems which involve multiple chemical components 

and several stable phases is a necessary step in predicting the conditions that 

will yield the most stable (and desirable) deposits in chemical vapor 

deposition. Even though kinetic factors may cause deviations from 

thermodynamic expectations, such calculations provide at least an approximate 

basis to make comparisons to actual results, thus providing insights as to the 

reaction mechanisms involved. 

The primary objective of the work presented in this chapter is to 

calculate the equilibrium compositions of gas phase species in the WF 6-Hz-Si 

system as a function of temperature, pressure, and initial reactant feed ratio. 

Specifically, the relative concentration of the gaseous species (Le. SiF4 and HF) 

which play a significant role in the silicon etching/wormhole formation are 

sought. 

This chapter consists of two parts. The first part provides a brief 

treatment of the fundamentals of chemical vapor deposition, and discusses the 

advantages of·using a cold-wall, reduced pressure reactor. In the second part, 

the calculation procedure is described, and a discussion of results ensues. 

2.1 Fundamentals of Thermal CVD 

Chemical vapor deposition is the formation of a solid film -by the 

reaction of vapor phase chemicals (reactants) on a substrate [2,29,30]. Every 
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CVD reaction involves the following sequence: 

1. Transport of reacting gaseous species to the surface. 

2. Adsorption, or chemisorption, of the reactants on the surface. 

3. Heterogeneous surface reaction. 

4. Desorption of gaseous reaction products. 

5. Transport of reaction products from the surface . 

. CVD processes involve the evolution of the initial reactant gases to the 

final state of a solid phase and product gases. The rate of the overall process 

is important. This rate depends on chemical kinetics and fluid dynamic 

transport phenomena. 

The aforementioned steps of a CVD process are sequential. Hence, the 

one which occurs at the slowest rate will determine the rate of deposition. 

These steps can be grouped into (1) gas phase processes, and (2) surface 

processes. For gas phase processes, the rate of mass transport is only 

relatively weakly influenced by temperature (diffusivity D proportional Tl.S.2.0) 

[2]. As for the surface processes, the surface reaction in general can be 

modeled by a thermally activated occurrence which proceeds at a rate, R, by: 

R = Ro exp (-Ea/kT) (2.1) 

where Ro is the frequency factor, Ea is the activation energy in eV, and T is 

temperature in degrees Kelvin. For a given surface reaction, the operating 

temperature may be high enough such that th~ reaction rate exceeds the rate 

at which reactant species arrive at the surface. The reaction then cannot 

proceed more rapidly than the rate at which reactant gases are supplied to the 

substrate by mass transport, regardless of how much the temperature is 

increased, i.e., mass transport is limiting. In contrast, the surface reaction 

rate may be reduced at lower temperatures such that the arrival rate of 
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reactants exceeds the rate at which they are consumed by the surface reaction 

process. Under this condition the deposition rate is reaction rate limited. 

To ensure uniform deposition rates while maximizing the wafer density in 

the reactor, the W deposition process is generally carried out in a reaction 

rate limited mode. A low pressure cold-wall reactor is well-suited for surface 

controlled growth. The reason for this is as follows. In a low pressure CVD 

reactor (1 mtorr to 10 torr) the diffusivity of the gas species is increased by a 

factor of 100-1000 over that at atmospheric pressure. Yet, this increase in 

diffusivity is partially offset by the boundary layer increasing at less than the 

inverse square root of the pressure. Therefore, the net effect is that the 

transport of reactants to (and by-products away from) the substrate surface 

increases by more than an order of magnitude. Thus, the rate-limiting step is 

the surface reaction [2,31]. 

In a cold-wall reactor, only the wafers are heated to the desired reaction 

temperature, restricting the chemical reaction to the wafer. Cooler reaction 

chamber walls minimize side-wall reaction and, hence, subsequent deposition. 

This results in (1) a cleaner deposit since there is less flaking from the wall 

deposit to contaminate the wafer; (2) less frequent reactor cleaning; and (3) 

lowered reactant consumption. Some key advantages of the cold wall reactor 

are high deposition rate and large selectivity [32,33]. The main disadvantage 

of cold-wall reactors, however, is the existence of a sliarp temperature gradient 

in the chamber. 

2.2 General Thermodynamic Equations 

The objective is to find the partial pressures of the gaseous species 

present at thermodynamic equilibrium in the W-F-H system. The two 
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overall reactions considered in the system are: 

WF6(g) + 3 H2(g) - W(s) + 6 HF(g) 

2 WF6(g) + 3 Si(s) = 2 W(s) + 3 SiF 4(g) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Assuming ideal gas behavior, the equilibrium. constant for each reaction can be 

written in terms of partial pressures of the reactants and products. For the 

gas species present, the equilibrium. constant expressions are written as: 

(2.2a) 

K2 = (2.3a) 

The value of the equilibrium. constants as a function of temperature can be 

calculated from the chemical potential change. . The relationship between the 

equilibrium. constant and the free energy change is 

K(T) = exp (-Grxn/RT) = exp [-~ viG~(T)/RT ] 
i 

(2.4) 

In equation 2.4, Vi is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i; it is negative 

for reactants and positive for products. Thermodynamic data of all species are 

taken from the JANAF Thermochemical Tables [34]. 

Table 1.4 shows that both reactions have negative and favorably large 

free energy of reactions. As such, a high degree of conversion from left to 

right is expected, since the values of thes.e equilibrium constants are large 

compared to unity. Thus, the dominant gaseous species will be HF, SiF4, and 

hydrogen if it is used in excess. The equilibrium pressure of tungsten 

hexafluoride is hence assumed to be negligible. The total pressure Ptot at 

equilibrium is the sum for all these species present: 
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(2.5) 

The stoichiometry is expressed in the form of material balances as follows: 

(a) Hydrogen balance 

1 nO = n + no nHF H2 H2 ~ 
(2.6) 

(b) Tungsten balance 

o _ 1 + 2 ILWF6 - B' nHF 3' nStF4 
(2.7) 

o 
Note that nj and nj are the number of moles of species j present at 

equilibrium and initially, respectively. The total number of moles n at 

equilibrium is the sum for all of the species present: 

ntot = nH2 + n HF + nStF4 (208) 

The partial pressure Pi of species i is related to the total pressure by 

the ratio of the moles of component i to the total number of moles: 

Pi = ....!..L. Pt t ntot 0 
(209) 

where i = HF, SiF4, and H2. -

To remove the P WF6 term, equations 2.2a and 2.3a are simplified to give 

[ ~: r -

2.2.1 Calculation Procedure 

p12 
HF 

p2 
H2 

, or 

4 
P HF I 

- K (2.10) 

P 
SiF4 

The unknowns to be solved for are ni and Pi, where i = HF, SiF4, H2; 

and ntoto The seven independent equations are solved in the following 

sequence. Applying a guess value for nHF in equation (2.6) permits the 
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calculation of n
H2

• Similarly, the n
HF 

guess is used in equation (2.7) to 

evaluate n
SiF4

' ntot can now be calculated since all the terms on the 

right-hand side of equation (2.8) are known. The partial pressures of H2 and 

SiF 4 are then separately calculated from equation (2.9). The remaining 

pressure term, P HF' is evaluated from equation (2.10). With P HF known, a 

new value of n
HF 

can be calculated and compared with the initial guess value. 

If the difference exceeds a. toleran~e li~t, . this new value of n
HF 

is now used 

as the trial solution for the next iteration. The procedure is then iterated 

until the changes in the mole numbers calculated satisfy the tolerance limit 

set. 

2.3 Results 

Effect of Temperature 

Figure 2.1 shows the partial pressures of the gaseous species as a 

function of temperature for different inlet H/F ratios, and for atmospheric 

pressure and deposition pressure at 0.0125 atmosphere. The "solid" symbols in 

the graph denote data for the atmospheric pressure, while the "open" symbols 

are data from the case of 0.0125 atmosphere. For both pressure conditions, 

and in the temperature range of 400-1000 K where the inlet H/F ratio is 

varied from 0.5 (stoichiometric case) to 33.33 (case of highly excessive amount 

of hydrogen), P H2 is observed to slightly increase (within one order of 

magnitude). However, P Si
F

4 drops significantly (over two orders of magnitude) 

as the inlet H/F ratio increases. P HF changes over several orders of 

magnitude between 400-600 K, and experiences a gentler increase between 600 

to 1000 K. 
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The trends in partial pressures can be explained by the equilibrium 

constants. For the hydrogen reaction in equation (2.2), the equilibrium 

constant changes from 3.5 x 106 at 400 K to about 1.6 x 10 10 at 600 K. 

This increase of about 4 orders of magnitude is generally reflected in the 

partial pressure of the HF gas species. Since the reaction is irreversible as 

evidenced by its large equilibrium constant, a further increase in temperature 

only effects a slight increase in the equilibrium constant and, hence, P HF' .. 

The silicon reduction reaction of (2.3) ~as a very large and negative free 

energy of reaction. Hence, thermodynamics predicts that the reaction will 

proceed extremely favorably-that is, irreversibly-from left to right. 

Moreover, the reaction is highly exothermic. In the case of exothermic 

reactions, the equilibrium becomes less favorable with rise of temperature. 

Indeed, the slight decrease in partial pressure of SiF4 as temperature increases 

is attributed to the exothermicity of the reaction. 

Effect of Pressure 

Figures 2.2a-2.2c plot the partial pressure ratio of component i (= SiF4, 

H2 and HF) at one atmosphere to 0.0125 atmosphere as a function of 

temperature. In general, it appears that increasing the system pressure only 

has a minimal to small impact on the relative partial pressure of a species in 

the temperature range of 400-800 It. For example, the species HF and SiF4 

would have partial pressure ratios of 80 if the equilibrium did not shift. 

Between 800-1000 K, the species HF and SiF4 show the same trend: 

increasing the inlet H/F ratio leads to an increase in the partial pressure ratio. 

Whereas for H2, the reverse is observed; the decrease in the H/F inlet ratio 

leads to an increase in the partial pressure ratio. 
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Figures 2.3a - 2.3c show, for system pressure of 0.0125 atmosphere, the 

partial pressure plotted as a function of inlet H/F ratio and of temperature. 

Changing the temperature appears to have no effect on the partial pressure of 

H2. On the other hand, an increase in the inlet H/F ratio leads to an 

increase in the partial pressure of hydrogen. 

Figure 2.3a shows P HF to increase strongly with temperature, but decline 

weakly with increasing inlet H/F ratio. The partial pressure of SiF4 (Fig. 

2.3b) declines with increasing H/F inlet ratio, and depends little on 

temperature in the range of 400-800 K. In the case of 1000 K, P HF decreases 

more appreciably as the inlet ratio increases. 

Figure 2.4 plots the ratio of (P HF/P S'F) versus temperature as a 
. 1 4 

function of the inlet H/F ratio. In the temperature range of 400-600 K, the 

partial pressure of SiF4 is considerably larger than that of HF. Between 

600-800 K, _ the ratio between the two partial pressures remains nearly 

constant, but HF still has a smaller partial pressure than that of SiF4. For 

temperatures greater than 800 K, the partial pressure of HF increases and 

becomes the predominant corrosive gas species for the high inlet ratio cases. 

It is evident that an increase in both temperature and inlet H/F ratio 

result in a decrease of P SiF4' and an increase in the ratio of (P HF/P SiF/ 

This suggests that the equilibrium position for the silicon reduction reaction 

has shifted toward less favorability while concurrently enhancing the hydrogen 

reduction reaction. Since silicon is etched, or consumed, as a consequence of 

the silicon reduction reaction, it is preferred to have the tungsten deposited by 

the hydrogen reduction reaction. Consequently, this thermodynamic analysis 

suggests that W deposition is achieved, while minimizing silicon consumption, 

by higher temperatures and higher H/F ratio. 
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Figure 2.4 
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Discussion 

Differences which exist between the conditions calculated for equilibrium 

and those from experimental observations (discussed in Chapter 4) imply the 

need to consider chemical kinetics and transport. One concern is the 

comparison of thermochemical calculations which represent most stable or 

metastable equilibrium situations to experimental CVD which represents a 

steady-state but non-equilibrium process. The actual experiment uses a 

cold-wall reactor, with a gas flowing over a heated substrate inside an 

unheated-atmosphere container. Given a considerable mass difference between 

WF6 and H2, the large thermal gradient which exists in a cold-wall reactor 

implies that thermal diffusion may contribute to the overall mass transfer. 

That is, thermal diffusion may drive the reactants away from the hot 

substrate towards cold reactor regions. This would reduce the growth rate to 

give a low deposition yield. 

In addition, the large thermal gradient encountered in cold-wall, 

reduced-pressure reactors may produce buoyancy-driven secondary flows inside 

the reactor. This may unfavorably alter the local concentrations of reactants, 

especially near the hot susceptor. The effect would give a deposition rate 

differing from that predicted for isothermal situations. 

Another concern is that while thermodynamics can predict that a 

reaction such as (a) -> (c) will take place, factors such as kinetics often 

determine the rate at which equilibrium is reached. For reaction (2.2), it has 

been experimentally found that this reaction is self-limiting after a film 

thickness of about 100-1000 angstroms has formed [12,13]. Yet, 

thermodynamics predicts formation of two moles of tungsten from 

stoichiometry, ignoring the possibility of surface poisoning, as well as the 

necessity for the WF6 molecule to diffuse through the depositing W film to 
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react at the W lSi interface. As for the hydrogen reduction reaction, 

thermodynamic predictions do not consider that the reaction needs a tungsten 

surface to catalyze the deposition reaction. 

Despite the above mentioned limitations, thermodynamic analyses provide 

semiquantitative prediction of the relative distribution of species. In this case, 

it is valuable to know that the equilibrium gaseous composition consists, in 

decreasing amounts, of H2, SiF4 and HF. The last two are corrosive gases, 

and HF is capable of etching silicon. 
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III. EXPERIMENT AL 

Materials 

Table 3.1 shows the wafer orientations, doping elements and doping 

concentrations of the single-crystal silicon substrates used in this work. 

Ametek Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA) supplied the wafers. The (111) wafers are cut 

4° off the (111) axis. 

Table 3.1. Dopant Concentration and Type in Silicon 

Dopant 
Type 

B-doped Si 

P-doped Si 

Wafer 
Orientation 

(100) 

(111) 

(111) 
(111) 

Wafer 
Resistivity 

CO--cm) 

.1 - .5 
5 - 8 

12 - 14 
.1 - .5 

.008 - .02 
11 - 16 

The source gas tungsten hexafluoride, WF6, (Air Products & Chemicals, 

Allentown, PA) is used for tungsten deposition on silicon. It is stored as a 

liquid under pressure which boils at 17.1 °C at 1 atmosphere; the purity is 

99.999%. Hydrogen gas (Airco Inc., purity 99.999%) is used without further 

purification. Argon gas is used for purging during the pump down. 
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3.2 CVD of Tungsten on Silicon 

3.2.1 In-situ 

In this work, in-situ deposition refers to the tungsten deposition being 

carried out inside a high voltage electron microscope (HVEM). The HITACHI 

HU650 microscope, available through the National Center for Electron 

Microscopy (NCEM) at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, has the unusual 

capability of an environmental cell (e-cell) to produce a controlled atmosphere 

about the specimen. Combined with the heater in the single-tilt specimen 

holder, the e-cell makes possible direct observation of the reactions occurring 

between solids and gases with controlled experimental parameters, namely, . 
pressure, temperature, and gas composition, which provides microstructural 

information as well as product identification from the diffraction pattern 

. obtained. 

A schematic representation of the e-cell, designed by Swann and Tighe 

[35,36], used in this study is shown in Figure 3.1. Description of the e-cell 

operation is provided elsewhere [37]. The general layout of the in-situ 

deposition apparatus is shown in Figure 3.2. 

However, in-situ experiments were disappointing. The WF6 source gas 

and reaction byproduct gases (such as HF, SiF4) are very corrosive, and have 

been found to begin attacking the microscope internal seals and gas pumps' 

cavities after several experiments. Therefore, ex-situ depositions were carried 

out. All characterization was done using samples from ex-situ depositions. 

3.2.2 Ex-situ 

Ex-situ deposition refers to tungsten deposition carried out in a cold-wall 

reactor, producing materials which are subsequently examined in the 
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microscope without using an environmental cell. Figure 3.3a is a schematic 

diagram of the ex-situ deposition apparatus designed and assembled by the 

author. 

Besides the need to protect the microscope, ex-situ experiments are 

necessary for two other reasons. Butler [36] reported that artifacts may result 

when a very thin foil, as in the case of an in-situ TEM sample, is reacted. 

Secondly, an ex-situ processed wafer can be subjected to many microscopic 

evaluation techniques,. such as cross-section transmission electron microscopy 

(XTEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as well as for thickness and 

elemental or compositional analyses by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 

(RBS). 

3.2.2.1 Apparatus and Deposition Procedure 

All components of the deposition chamber and gas tubing lines are made 

of stainless steel cleaned in trichloroethane (TCA), etched with hydrofluoric 

acid and electropolished in a nitric acid solution. The stainless steel reaction 

chamber is 4 inches in diameter. The susceptor (Stackpole-Ultracarbon Corp., 

Bay City, MI) is made of ultrapure graphite coated with SiC for corrosion 

protection, and has a slight indentation of 1/16" from the level surface to hold 

the sample wafer. Three resistance heaters, each capable of delivering 120 

watts, are spaced and embedded 1/16" beneath the sample in. the susceptor for 

uniform heating. The temperature is uniform to 2°C across the 1" square. 

Thermocouples are placed 1/16" directly beneath the sample surface for 

temperature measurements [Fig. 3.3b]. 

To prevent condensation of the tungsten hexafluoride source gas along 

the gas· tubing, an absolute pressure regulator is used to set the delivery 
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pressure to below the vapor pressure of WFo at the temperature of the coldest 

point in the line. A liquid nitrogen cold trap is located at the exit end of 

the reactor to remove any unreacted WFo and corrosive byproduct gases before 

these reach the pump. At the conclusion of an experiment, the valves from 

the reaction chamber and to the pump are closed off; nitrogen gas is then 

flushed through the cold trap to remove condensed gases. 

Paor to deposition, the samples are cleaned by the RCA procedure [38] . . , 
After loading and sealing the reaction chamber, the deposition system is 

pumped down to 10 mbar (7.5 torr). Then 100 sccm high purity hydrogen is 

flowed for 45-60 minutes to purge any moisture which has accumulated on the 

chamber surfaces. The base pressure during the purge is about 12.5 mbar (9.4 

torr). 

3.3 Analytical Techniques 

3.3.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Since a number of excellent books [39-42] exist on the principles and 

techniques of transmission electron microscopy for material characterization, 

only a brief description of pertinent points is presented here. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful technique because 

it can provide microstructural, diffraction and spe~trographic information on a 

material with high spatial resolution. In a typical conventional transmission 

electron microscope, a filament at the top of the TEM produces a beam of 

electrons which are then accelerated by the -high voltage. Magnetic lenses 

focus the beam on the specimen and then magnify the image in a manner 

directly analogous to light in a conventional microscope. 
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Figure 3.4 [39] illustrates the ray paths indicated for image formation 

and diffraction pattern. In bright field (BF) imaging, the objective aperture is 

used to stop all diffracted beams and only permits undeflected electrons to 

contribute to the image. If the aperture is displaced it can be used to select 

a particular diffracted beam. This is referred to as dark field (DF) imaging 

since in the absence of a specimen the background would appear dark. 

The interaction between the incident high energy electrons and the 

specimen inside the microscope can produce characteristic x-rays from the 

illuminated region. These are collected by an EDS detector, which is 

essentially a Si(Li) junction semiconductor. A thin window of beryllium 

separates the vacua of the detector chamber and the electron microscope. 

Because the window absorbs a significant proportion of the very low energy 

x-rays falling on the detector, x-rays of energy less than 1 keY are 

particularly difficult to detect; therefore, this eliminates all elements lighter 

than sodium. Windowless detectors are available on some microscopes, 

extending the analytical range down to boron. The x-ray spectrum thus 

generated provides elemental identification information from. the region of 

interest. This serves as the basis of Energy Dispersive X-ray analyses (EDS 

or EDX). EDS was used to positively identify surface features such as W. 

Details of EDS can be readily obtained elsewhere [42,43]. 

Three electron microscopes were used in this study: one high voltage and 

two conventional. The high voltage Hitachi HU650 microscope has the unique 

capability to study in-situ gas-solid reactions due to the inclusion of the 

e-cell. A high voltage of 500 k V is used to minimize the electron scattering 

by the gas phase. In addition, high voltage microscopy makes possible the use 

of thicker samples, giving more representative bulk phenomena than the 

ordinary thin foils used in low voltage electron microscopy. The conventional 
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TEM microscopes (100 and 120 kV) were used primarily: Phillips 301 for 

cross-sectional samples, and Phillips 400 for chemical analyses. 

3.3.1.1 Specimen Preparation for Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Figure 3.5 [1] shows two kinds of samples commonly made for 

transmission electron microscopy: plane-view and cross-section. Planar 

samples give images of the microstructure of the deposited film, and through 

the selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns, provide identity information about 

the phase imaged. Cross-sectional samples, however, are most suitable for 

studying features at interfaces. 

Three different techniques of sample preparation were used. They all 

share the following features: mechanical thinning, dimpling the specific area 

to further reduce the sample thickness, and ion milling to achieve electron 

transparency. The first type- of sample for TEM is made from a silicon wafer 

which already has the tungsten chemically vapor deposited. The wafers were 

mechanically thinned down with emery papers and 6- and 1-J.LID. diamond paste 

until a foil of about 100-150 J.LID. thick were attained. Three-millimeter discs 

were cut from the foil using a slurry cutter. After deposition, the discs were 

dimpled on the undeposited side with the thinnest region having a thickness of 

about 20-40 J.LID.. Final thinning for electron transparent regions was achieved 

by ion milling from only one side, initially at 15-170 for a higher milling rate, 

and gradually reduced to approximately 120 in the final hour to get a larger 

flat, thin area. 

In the mechanical thinning of a reacted wafer, the W film coverage 

and/or microstructure may be altered. To ascertain whether the sample 

preparation changed the film surface, a second type of planar sample was used, 

in which samples cut into 3-mm discs and ready to ion mill were put in the 
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reaction chamber to react directly. After several experiments, it was found 

that the first preparation technique appeared not to cause any changes. 

Specimens used for subsequent observations were hence made from deposited 

bulk wafers. 

The third type, to be examined by cross-section TEM (XTEM), was 

prepared following the procedure proposed by Bravman and Sinclair [44]. 

Tungsten~eposited silicon wafers were cleaved along cleavage planes. These 

cleaved Si slabs were joined by the deposited surfaces with M-BOND 610 

ADHESIVE (Measurements Group, Rayleigh, NC 27611). The glued assembly 

is cut into pieces of about 800 J.llD. thick. The pieces were then polished from 

both parallel sides until about 50-100 J.llD. thick. Final thinning for electron 

transparency was. accomplished by argon ion milling at 5 k V with liquid 

nitrogen cooling to minimize excessive heating and/or lattice damage. 

3.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Whereas the TEM provides information about the internal structure of 

thin specimens, the SEM is primarily used to study the surface morphology of 

bulk specimens. Specimens were examined in a JEOL 35CF SEM equipped 

with an Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS) for chemical analyses. 

A Beryllium window is used for routine analyses, while lighter elements 

(Z<l1) such as oxygen were measured through an ultra-thin window. 

Figure 3.6 [1] shows the interaction volume-the region into which the 

electrons penetrate the specimen- and the regions from which secondary 

electrons, backscattered electrons and x-rays may be detected. Secondary 

electron images (SEI) are normally used to show the topography of the sample 

surface. Although secondary electron generation may be sensitive to the 
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Figure 3.6. Figure relates to the volume of material that is involved 
when an electron beam enters a material. Shown is the 
origin and information depth secondary electrons (SE), 
backscattered electrons (BSE), Auger electrons (AE) and 
x-ray quanta (X) in the diffusion cloud of electron 
range R for normal incidence of the primary electrons (PE). 
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surface condition and electronic structure of the material, the process does not 

depend very much on the composition of the sample. The number of 

backscattered electrons emitted from the specimen for each incident electron, 

however, varies monotonically with atomic number. Therefore, backscattered 

electron images (BEl) were generally used for compositional contrast. Details 

of the origins of these electrons can be found elsewhere [45,46]. 

Samples for scanning electron microscopy are simply. a small piece of the 

tungsten-deposited silicon wafer cut from the bulk. The specimens must be 

coated prior to SEM observations for two reasons [45,47]. First, 

non-conducting specimens build up a surface charge through which secondary 

electrons are unable to penetrate, distorting both signal level and image 

qUality. Secondly, coating provides a surface layer that produces a higher 

secondary electron yield than the specimen material. Common coating 

materials are gold and carbon. The former produces better image but 

interferes with x-ray identification for tungsten in EDS; hence, carbon is used. 

3.3.3. Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) 

High energy (about 1-5 MeV) prOjectiles, commonly He+ ions, are used 

to obtain an RBS spectrum. The principle of RBS is schematically explained 

in Figure 3.7 [1]. A projectile with mass number MI backscattered from the 

surface target atom of mass number Mt has final energy Ef = EoK(Mt,Ml; 

z=O) in Figure 3.7b. An ion backscattered from a target atom Mt situated at 

a depth z in the sample has final energy EIMt,z). Ef here is smaller since 

the ion loses energy during its passage through the sample by inelastic 

collisions with electrons in the sample. The energy lost is characteristic of the 

atom with which the helium nuclei collided, and also of the distance into the 

sample at which the collision occurred. A correspondingly broad band of 
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E~Mt,z) values below E~Mt,z=O) is obtained if the target atoms are located 

at different depths. Thus, from the energy of the backscattered ions, both 

elemental analyses and distribution with depth can be determined 

simultaneously. 

The unique advantage RBS offers is its ability to provide quantitative 

information concerning the composition and thickness of multi component thin 

films without the use of standards, and without the problem of sample 

charging. However, its sensitivity to light elements is poor, especially if they 

are present in a matrix of heavy elements. In contrast, this technique is best 

suited for characterizing heavy masses in light mass matrices, as is encountered 

in refractory metal sili ci des , a common situation in VLSI [48]. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental conditions used In this study. 

The temperature range of 300-350oC is commonly used in CVD. It is 

particularly chosen because W loses its selectivity, i.e. deposits on both Si and 

oxide surfaces, at temperatures greater than 4000C in a hot wall reactor [18]. 

S~nce it is suspected that the substrate dopant concentration affects the surface 

behavior-hence deposition, some n-type wafers are purposely used since the 

difference in Fermi level is more significant than that seen in heavy to light 

doping of p-type wafers. 

Effect of Dopant Concentration 

Boron Concentration 1.25 - 1.5 x 10 15 cm-3 -

In experiments G & H, SEM observations show the deposited tungsten 

films as generally dense but discontinuous (Figs. G1 and HI). The typical 

particles have an average grain size of less than 1 j1:II1, and assume a cubic 

shape in the 250°C sample, and a mixture of cubic and "cheese-wedge" shapes 

for the 300°C deposition. The flat face of the particle agrees well with the 

equilibrium shape of body-centered cubic crystal as theoretically calculated by 

Drechsler and Nicholas [49]. 

Figures G2 and H2 show planar TEM images of these tungsten particles. 

The general shapes of the particles correlate well with the SEM images. One 

noteworthy feature of the microstructure is the apparent contrasts on the 

particle faces, which suggest that the crystals are under stress. For CVD W 

films, the stress state has been found to be tensile [18,50]. The dominant 
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Wafer 

Orientation 

N1(111) 

N2(111) 

P(100) 

P(100) 

P2(100) 

P2(100) 

P3(100) 

P3(100) 

P1(111) 

P1(111) 

Sample H2/WF 6 Gas 

Ident. Flow Ratio 

A 50/1 

B 50/1 

C 100/2 

D 100/2 

E 100/2 

F 100/2 

G 100/2 

H 100/2 

I 100/2 

J 100/2 
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Table 4.1 

Deposition 

Temp. (OC) 

300 

300 

300 

350 

300 

350 

250 

300 

300 

350 

Wafer 
Resistivity 

(O--cm) 

11-16 

.008-.02 

.1-.5 

.1-.5 

5-8 

5-8 

12-14 

12-14 

.1-.5 

.1-.5 



contribution of stress most likely results from the volume-generated stress 

term, as the difference in lattice parameters between Wand Si is considerable. 

Figure G2b shows a typical electron diffraction pattern of the tungsten 

deposit. The ring pattern confirms the polycrystallinity of the deposit. 

Analyses of the pattern show that both the a stable phase (bcc) and the {3 

metastable phase (as indicated by *) of tungsten are present. Energy 

dispersive x-ray analyses have shown the dark particles which appear in Figure 

G2a to be rich in tungsten. Microdiffraction has been attempted to identify 

these particles. Unfortunately, these particles are generally smaller than the 

smallest probe size of the electron beam (40 nm), and are embedded in a 

"thick" silicon matrix, making unambiguous phase identification difficult. 

Figure H3 shows, for the 300 0C deposition, a smooth W lSi interface. In 

addition, the cross-sectional TEM micrograph indicates that the film initially 

grows as islands in the form of cubes, with subsequent coalescence as the film 

thickens to about 0.5 f.J.II1. 

In contrast, the 2500C sample (Fig. G3) has various protrusions 

originating from the W lSi interface and passing downward into the silicon 

substrate. Particles indeed are seen at the end of the tunnels, as observed by 

others. Most striking, however, is that these particles of varying sizes are also 

found along the tunnels. The exact mechanism to account for this observation 

is not yet understood. A tentative explanation is offered as follows. The 

tunnel is formed by silicon etching. A tungsten particle initially sitting atop 

the silicon is now displaced as the silicon underneath it etches. As time 

progresses, a particle may find itself trapped into a tunnel. In instances where 

the tunnels may have rough walls, or the particle has an irregular shape, the 
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particle can become caught. This results in stepwise agglomerates of W 

inside. 

The small amount of W visible in Figure G3 results from tungsten 

removal during the ion-milling step of the sample preparation. 

Boron concentration 1. 75 - 3 x 10 15 cm -3 

For substrates with the above concentration range, different film 

morphologies are observed between the 3000C and 3500C samples. The former 

(Fig E-l) shows large tungsten particles with average grain size of 275 nm. 

Figure E-l (b) is an enlargement of one of these grains. The crystal face 

appears highly strained as evidenced by the contrasts on the picture. The 

cross-section TEM micrograph (Fig. E-2) displays a W lSi interface free of 

tunnels, but with some degree of interfacial roughness. One noteworthy 

feature about the microstructure is that the tungsten first deposits as a thin 

but continuous film layer, over which larger grains grow as islands and 

subsequently coalesce. 

Figure F-la shows the film morphology of the 3500C sample. In Figure 

FIb, backscattered electrons are used to image the spatial composition 

variation (Le. film coverage). Because the backscattering efficiency is a 

function of atomic weight, and heavier elements scatter electrons more 

efficiently than do light elements, the brighter areas in the micrograph 

correspond to tungsten, while the dark regions are silicon substrate. When 

tilted, the round feature in the center of the picture appears to be a 

depression in the silicon substrate. Although the contrast in the SEI image 

suggests the presence of W in the hole, the BEl picture displays no contrast, 

indicating the absence of the tungsten. 
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Comparisons of Figures F1a and 1b suggest an interesting growth 

sequence: tungsten islands formation first, then subsequent bridging of these 

islands by tendrils to form a film. 

The cross-sectional micrograph of the 3500C sample (Fig. F2) confirms 

the growth mode observed from the morphology in the SEM pictures. The 

tungsten film coverage is not complete; gaps are present between islands. 

Most interesting, however, is the interfacial roughness between the tungsten. 

film and the silicon substrate. On the other interface, there exist regions 

which hardly have any coverage. Yet, filamental tunnels are seen emanating 

from the interface. Most noteworthy is that some tunnels do not terminate 

with particles, as indicated by markers on the picture. 

Boron concentration of 3 - 6 X 10 17 cm -3 

Figures Cl (deposition T = 3000C) and Dl (T = 3500C) are scanning 

electron micrographs. The film deposited at 3000C is dense, and has some 

crystals with square facets. EDX confirms the presence of tungsten in the 

crystals. 

Figure C2a is a TEM micrograph showing a continuous layer of W 

deposited over a thicker but more irregular W film. Some voids in the W 

film are evident, and are indicated by circles. Figure C2b displays features 

similar to those in 2a. However, it is significant because it shows that W 

. removal during the sample preparation process affects the interpretation of a 

micrograph with respect to surface roughness. Tunnels are not observed. 

Through the areas where W film is missing, it can be seen that the film 

morphology for the 3500C sample (Fig. Dl) in general is a discontinuous film 

made of very fine particles on top of a tungsten layer with larger particles. 

The difference between the two layers may be explained as follows. 
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The size of the particles depends on a number of factors. The primary 

factors are the rate of formation of stable clusters and the growth rate of 

these clusters. Growth rate is determined by the surface mobility of 

physisorbed species and the arrival rates of these species. At higher deposition 

temperature, atomic mobility on the surface is enhanced. A high surface 

mobility increases the probability that an atom or molecule will encounter a 

growing and stable cluster. Also, since mass transfer is not a limitation under 

low pressure deposition, there exists a ready supply of reactant species to 

incorporate into the clusters. Thus, favorable growth conditions permit stable 

nuclei to grow to bigger grains as observed in the bottom layer. But since 

hydrogen-reduction of WF6 requires W to catalyze the reaction, these W 

particles, in turn, serve as nucleation sites for the continuously arriving flux of 

reactant species. Consequently, many small grains form because of the 

availability of large number of favorable nucleation sites, and because of higher 

atomic mobility permitted by the higher operating temperature. This accounts 

for the presence of the dense but fine-grained film observed as the top layer. 

As for the 3000C sample, diffusion is limited at lower temperatures. 

These particles would grow at a slower rate. The microstructure should thus 

consist of fine particles. 

The cross-sectional micrographs of the 3500C sample show a rough 

interface, ,with tungsten particles averaging about 100 nm in size. There are 

voids in the tungsten film (Fig. D2). In addition, in some other sample areas 

considerable amounts of tunnels burrowing into the underlying silicon substrate 

are observed. The tunnels appear to pass downward randomly, accompanied 

by varying diameters along the length. 
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Effect of Substrate Orientation in (111) Wafers 

One set of experiments was carried out at 3000C using (111) orientation 

silicon wafers; the boron dopant concentration is held constant at 3 - 6 X 1017 

cm -3. Compared with runs C and D which use (100) silicon wafers with the 

same dopant concentration, experimentally it is found that substrate 

orientations appear not to have an effect on tunnel formation (see a typical 

picture in Fig. I). 

The plausible explanations are as follows. The silicon reaction involves 

two steps: dissociation of WF6 and successive reaction of silicon atom layers 

to complete the reaction. Since (111) planes are the closest packed low-index 

planes, it is expected that etching will be slowest on these planes. This is . 
found to be true for etches which are reaction-rate limited. On the other 

hand, etches which are diffusion limited, and those which are fast and result 

in a localized rise in temperature, generally etch uniformly in all directions 

[51]. Since the silicon displacement reaction has a large and negative enthalpy 

of formation (-337.21 kcal at 600 K), a localized temperature rise is expected. 

Thus, it is predicted that this reaction will proceed with uniform etching. 

The experimental observation that etching-to form tunnels-has no 

dependence on substrate orientation is in good agreement with theory. 

Moreover, C.G. Van Walle and coworkers [52] also have found experimentally 

that etching does not depend on the substrate orientation. 

Effect of Dopant Type and Heavily Doped Wafers 

Using (111) phosphorus-doped wafers, tungsten deposition was carried out 

at 300oC. Figure Al is a cross-sectional TEM micrograph of a 

moderately-doped ( 6 x 1014 - 5 X 10 15 cm -3) sample. Filamental tunnels of 

different diameters are apparent, all with a particle at their ends. In Figure 
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B1, the interfaces of a heavily-doped sample, with P concentration ranging 

from 2 x 1018 - 2 X 10 19 cm-3, is highly decorated with tunnels. Indeed, it 

appears that higher dopant concentration tends to favor tunnel formation. 

Discussion 

Effect of Substrate Doping Concentration 

Although tungsten film deposition occurs via hydrogen reduction or 

silicon reduction reaction, the latter reaction is more thermodynamically 

favored than the hydrogen reduction reaction. Consequently, it is the silicon 

reduction reaction, and not the H2 reduction reaction, that determines the 

nature of the W lSi interface. In turn, the properties, especially electrical 

properties, of the film are significantly influenced by this interface. The 

reaction actually involves both etching of the underlying silicon substrate via 

the formation of gaseous SiF4 and SiF2, and the deposition of a metallic 

overlayer. 

The chemical mechanisms involved in the growth of tungsten films on 

silicon substrates in LPCVD from WF6 were studied with soft-x-ray 

photoemission in-situ by Yarmoff and McFeely [53]. It was found that the 

dissociative chemisorption of WF6 on Si(111) to give metallic tungsten is 

complete even at room temperature. The etching part of the reaction, 

however, appears not to go to completion. The fluorine liberated from WF6 

ties up the active Si sites which are responsible for initiating the chemisorption 

and reduction of incident WF 6. Therefore, the reaction effectively poisons 

itself and ceases. Elevated temperatures are needed for etching by fluorine 

atoms to proceed. 
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Besides passivating, or poisoning, the surface for further growth, fluorine 

has been proven to be a problematic impurity when incorporated into the film. 

Using nuclear resonance broadening (NRB), Whitlow and coworkers [54] 

measured the concentration distributions of fluorine in LPCVD W on (100) 

silicon. In unannealed structures the total fluorine content (4.8 x 1015 at. 

em -2) was shown to be concentrated around the W lSi surface. Annealing at a 

temperature of 600°C ga.ve little loss or redistribution of fluorine. This 

residual fluorine, distributed at the W lSi interface and at the tungsten film, 

has raised concerns about the long-term reliability and stability of devices. 

Specifically, the works of Brors eta l [55] and Shioya eta l [56] suggest that 

diffusion of these fluorine atoms causes degradation of electrical properties in 

devices. 

Van de Walle et al [52] modeled all the possible ways in which F can 

interact with the Si matrix: at the surface, as a single impurity in the bulk, 

in the near-surface region, and in collective bulk processes. With respect to 

fluorine on the surface, it is found that F atoms first interact with a surface 

by forming Si-F bonds, thereby terminating any dangling bonds that would 

exist on an unreconstructed Si surface. This result agrees with that of 

Yarmoff and McFeely above, and is observed experimentally in the 

cheIIiisorption regime [57]. 

After all the dangling bonds have been saturated, any F atom which 

approaches the surface can penetrate the bulk. F is present as an interstitial 

in the Si bulk. Since F is the most electronegative atom, it readily attracts 

an extra electron when immersed in the Si bulk. Therefore, it becomes a 

negatively charged impurity, i.e. an ionized acceptor. Charge neutrality then 

requires that a hole, or a positively charged donor ion, must be present to 

balance the extra negative charge: 
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F- + Si + h+-> SiF (4.1) 

Alternatively, an electron must be removed during the reaction which starts 

from an isolated (negative) F atom to lead to a neutral Si-F bond. Van de 

Walle proposed that the breakup of the Si lattice is initiated by the insertion 

of F into a Si-Si bond near the surface. These excess electrons would be 

placed in the conduction band at a cost of about 1.2 eVj thus, this process is 

made more efficient when the holes are available to capture the excess 

electrons. 

The accumulation of a large concentration of F- at or near the surface is 

balanced by a buildup of holes which are created near the surface in the 

silicon whose electrons have been taken away by fluorine. The resulting local 

electric field causes the energy bands to bend at the surface. 

Thus, the effect doping has on the etching rate appears to occur through 

its influence on the electronic structure near the surface. Specifically, the 

amount of band bending depends on the doping of the material. Figure 4.1 

[52] illustrates schematically the amount of band bending in the near surface 

region for different doping levels and types of the material. 

It is the confinement of holes to the near surface region which 

determines the etching rate. In a heavily-doped n material, F induces an 

inversion layer near the surface region. The F- concentration can be 

approximated to equal the concentration of silicon on the surface, which is 

about 10 15 cm-2• For an assumed donor concentration of 1019 cm-3, Van de 

Walle et al. [52] calculated that a hole concentration equal to the F

concentration is confined to a region less than 100 angstroms from the surface. 

Calculations for heavily-doped p material with an acceptor concentration of 

1019 cm-3 show that the hole concentration in the same region is about two 

orders of magnitude smaller [52]. The difference in hole concentration in the 
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Schematic illustration of band bending in the near-surlace 
region for different doping levels and types of the material. 
A large concentration of F- at the surface determines the 
electric field which acts as a boundary condition. 
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confined region accounts for a higher etch rate in n + material. For lightly 

doped n- and p- type material, similar hole concentrations near the surface are 

reflected in the comparable amount of band bending. Similar etch rates are 

then expected. 

The experimental findings from this study are qualitatively in good 

agreement with the Vande Walle's band-bending model. For example, the 

n-type Si wafers are found to have comparatively more tunnels than the 

p-type Si wafers (Figs. Al versus H4) for the same range of dopant 

concentrations. In addition, more tunnels are observed as dopant concentration 

increases (Figs. BI and AI); or higher degree of interfacial roughness is 

observed (Figs. E-2 versus C2) with increased substrate doping. 

Effect of Temperature 

In this study, a correlation was found between higher deposition 

temperatures and higher incidence of tunnels. As this is due to an etching 

process, this finding is sensible. The fluorine-containing species should etch 

silicon relatively more at higher temperature. The etching process is complete 

when these volatile species (such as SiF4) then desorb. At higher temperature, 

atomic species on the surface have increased surface mobility. This imparts a 

greater probability for the fluorine species to diffuse, and then combine to 

form a molecule of SiF4 and desorb. Consequently, the amount of tunnels 

seen increases with higher deposition temperature. 

It is interesting to note that in all the samples examined, a high density 

of tunnels appears to correlate with shorter tunnel lengths. This suggested, 

initially, that the etchant, namely fluorine-containing species such as HF, 

molecular fluorine and possibly some atomic fluorine from the dissociation of 

WF6, is initially distributed fairly uniformly along the W lSi interface. As the 
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etching process occurs, fluorine species are consumed in the formation of SiF4 

gas which gets removed. In time, the fluorine is used up and the etching 

stops. 

However, the hypothesis proved to be incorrect. Mass balances were 

performed to estimate the amount of fluorine needed to etch a tunnel having a 

diameter of 5.25 nm and a length of about 20 nm as seen in Figure AI. The 

fluorine content at the W lSi interface is assumed to be 4.8 x 10 15 atoms/cm2, 

an experimental value determined by Whitlow [54]. Calculation of the amount 

of silicon used up in forming such a tunnel yielded a figure for the amount of 

fluorine necessary to react with the silicon. This amount was far in excess of 

that available from the interfacial area intersecting the mouth of the tunnel. 

Therefore, fluorine must be supplied from elsewhere, as for example, from the 

dissociation of WF6 or any other chemical species. ·These fluorine-bearing 

sources must continuously diffuse through the W layer to react with silicon. 

However, the mechanisms and chemical species in which fluorine appears to 

subsequently etch silicon are not yet clearly understood. 

Effect of Native Oxide 

There always exists a thin layer of native oxide on the silicon wafer, 

despite cleaning prior to deposition. It has been well documented that the 

film thickness of the tungsten deposited depends on native oxide thickness [14]. 

Of course, other oxygen sources are present. Given all the depositions have 

taken place under an operating pressure of about 10 torr, it is not surprising 

that some oxygen has been incorporated into the film. Moreover, some 

workers [58,59] have documented that oxygen absorption by deposited film can 

occur after deposition. 
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Oxygen's presence has been confirmed by the identification of {3-W, the 

metastable phase believed to be partially stabilized by impurities such as 

oxygen and fluorine, in samples. Thin window EDX and RBS analyses have 

also detected oxygen incorporation in the film. Specifically, RBS detected 10 16 

- 10 17 atoms/cm2 , or equivalent of about 40-400 angstroms of oxygen present. 

The interfacial roughness observed in this study is partially attributed to the 

native oxide for the reasons as follows. The native oxide is not perfect. 

Thus, any pinholes on it become sites through which the WF 6 molecules 

diffuse through to react with the underlying Si. As the tungsten deposition 

takes place, volume displacement eventually disrupts the oxide film above. 

Therefore, those areas which are initially oxidized will react less with the 

tungsten source gas (since Si02 does not catalyze dissociation of the tungsten 

gas molecule). As a result, the W lSi interface appears rough. 

Particle Identity 

Recent papers in the literature have reported unambiguous identification 

of the particle at the end of a tunnel as tungsten silicide. In the case of 

Shenai and coworkers [28], silicide appears plausible since the tungsten has 

been subjected to temperatures in excess of 6500C where silicide has been 

observed [60]. Moreover, at that temperature, the atoms have sufficient 

thermal energy to become mobile; thus, silicidation is possible. However, the 

claim of tungsten silicide ~ being observed in depositions lower than 5000e 
appears questionable. 

Free energy considerations indicate their formation is thermodynamically 

favorable. However, the question arises on whether the formation of silicides 

is kinetically possible. Due to the lack of interdiffusion data of silicon in 

tungsten and vice versa, the diffusivities of these two species are estimated 
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using self-diffusion data [61] of Si and W. Si is found to have a larger 

diffusivity, and thus the formation of silicides should occur by diffusion of Si 

atoms in W. In the temperature range in which the experiments were made 

the self-diffusion coefficient of Si predicts a diffusion length (from x = 2 

(Dt)·S ) of about 2.3 x 10-8 nm. It is thus concluded that formation of 

silicides under the experimental conditions used is not kinetically favored. 

Lastly, in the temperature range used for the experiments here, it is 

possible that the particle could be a W particle formed by silicon reduction 

and embedded in the Si matrix. It then serves as a catalytic surface in the 

etching process (as in reaction 3 of Table 1.4), on which HF or fluorine can 

adsorb to react with the Si matrix [19,20]. Observations of similar tunneling 

occurrence have been made in the studies of catalytic 

gasification/hydrogenation of graphite [62,63]. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Thermodynamic calculations were performed to find the gaseous species 

distribution at equilibrium with the most stable condensed phases deposited. 

from gas mixtures of Hz-WF 6• Different amounts of reactants and pressure 

conditions were used in the temperature range of 400-1000 K. The 

calculations indicated that the predominant gas species in the reactor are 

predominantly H2, following by SiF4 and HF. Furthermore, thermodynamic 

analJ"sis suggests that tungsten deposition, while minimizing silicon etching, is 

promoted by higher deposition temperatures and higher H/F ratio. 

The effect of dopant concentration on the tunnel formation in CVD W 

was studied. Depositions were carried out in a reduced-pressure, cold-wall 

reactor in the range of 250-350oC, temperatures which are commonly used for 

CVD W. Experimentally, it was found: 

1. Higher substrate dopant concentration tends to cause more tunnels. 

2. Tunnel formation appears not to depend on wafer orientations. 

3. Higher deposition temperature produces more tunnels. 

The mechanism for tunnel formation is explained in terms of fluorine 

etching. Specifically, the effect doping has on the etching rate is considered in 

terms of its influence on the electronic structure near the surface. 

The roughness observed along the W /Si interface is attributed to the 

presence of an oxide layer. The particles found in the tunnels are determined 

to be tungsten according to thermodynamic and kinetic considerations. 
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